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For the whole month of
October, the school got into the spirit
of raising awareness for breast cancer.
Ms. Birchwood-Taylor, our Principal,
advised that all students and staff
members should wear pink on October
13, 2017 to show full support of breast cancer awareness and participate in our
annual Breast Cancer Walk. During the event, students have to walk a lap for
every $2 the donors give. Multiple students from the JGS FIRST Robotics Team,
the Medical Club, JGS Student Council, and other teams helped out by walking
laps, selling items and cheering other students as they walked.  There were two
students who kept everyone’s spirit alive with great music. At the end, the school
raised a lot of money and every student learned not only about breast cancer, but what it means to give
awareness to something.
Homecoming 2017 (10/20/17)
One week after the Breast Cancer Walk, there was another event that was buzzing throughout the
school. The event was Homecoming, which was on October 20, 2017. Homecoming honors athletes. In this
case, the athletes are students who are part of the sports teams on Jamaica Campus which include: basketball,
soccer, tennis, swimming, volleyball, bowling, football, lacrosse, and more. Every school honors their athletes
by announcing them as if they’re royalty. In other words, the students become kings, queens, princesses, and
princes. However, to become royalty, every student needs to meet these guidelines: not fail any courses, be
involved in any sports (Fall or Spring), and be a senior. Plus, it’s a little competitive as juniors and seniors vote
for king, queen, prince, and princess. At the event, music was blasting, students were snapping (Snapchat), and
cheerleaders were dancing. Every student had a red rag/flag in their hand waving in the air like they just don’t
care. In the end, we had our king, queen, prince, and princess. Congrats to Prem and Fumi for Homecoming
King and Queen and Jamal and Angeli for Prince and Princess!

Teacher Q&A with Ms. Huerta

Naomi Michel, Jose Carrera, and Rabbil Nafi
A few members of the JGS Newspaper Team had the opportunity to ask Ms. Huerta, the 9th grade
English teacher, a few questions to get to know her!
Q: What are your interests?
A: I like technology and doing computer programs. My favorite thing to do is cooking and I love to
cook Mexican food the most.
Q:   Do you have any hidden talents?
A: My hidden talent is speaking foreign languages. I speak Greek and Spanish. I started learning
Spanish mainly because in social studies I remembered  reading that in 2035 half of the country
would know how to speak Spanish. I also read books in Spanish and when I met my husband I
became more fluent. I learned Greek from speaking to my grandparents.
Q: As a 9th grade teacher, do you have any advice for the freshmen?
A: My advice to freshman is to have patience and don’t give up. When a task seems hard, take a
deep breath and continue . Get study partners to help you. Having at least one friend that can help
you push through your frustration and situations . Create symbiotic relationships.

Fall into Fall

Fall Harvest

Elizabeth Girdharry
Photos: Daniel Okpara
This year’s Fall Harvest, put together by Mr.
Biski and the Student Council, was a much needed break
in the tension and pressure from mid-marking period
school. The carnival-like event was held out on the
Jamaica Campus football field. Students, teachers,
alumni, and parents bought tickets, played games, and
had the chance to win cool prizes. There was even a raffle
and someone won a Nintendo Switch! Students had the
chance to seek revenge on teachers for all those
time-consuming homework assignments and pie them in
the face. Props to Ms. Servillo and Mr. Frenchman for volunteering themselves! There was a celebration of
culture with the henna booth and many people with colorful face designs wandered about thanks to the face
painting station. Faces from previous years made a surprise appearance, as former students returned.
Without the hard work from the Student Council, none of this could have been possible. They spent not
only the entire day, but weeks on top of that, preparing for this fantastical jamboree. I saw them out on the field
carrying heavy objects, fragile objects, buckets of tools, and bags of carnival paraphernalia, all the while fearing
the wrath of Mr. Biski who holds the Fall Harvest dear to his heart. At one point, the elevator wasn’t able to
hold their full capacity when they were trying to bring the blue tents under which the activities were held. Those
things took backbreaking work and bruised fingers to put up. I’m sure their muscles were sore the Saturday

morning after! All the students and staff who came out on that frigid November afternoon, enjoyed themselves
and supported the efforts of the student council members who were shivering in their boots from 9am to 5pm.
Even more reasons to submit your lunch forms and support school funding!
Freshmen Perspective: Extra Scoop on the Fall Harvest!
Varsha Boochay
This annual festival was a fundraiser for the
seniors to assist with prom and other events. The festival
had several booths some selling snacks but mainly
games. To play the games you had to purchase tickets,
and you would win coins which you could get prizes.
Some of the games were ring toss, a drawing
competition, basketball, large sized board games and
many more. While playing the ring toss someone was
able to get one of the hardest bottle and we were
astonished! Out of all the booths, the henna booth was
one of the most popular. Then there was face
painting...let me tell you the painter there, did a really good job. Not just good, but amazing! There was also a
dance battle which was really cool! At the end of the festival, they had the raffle and the top prize was a
Nintendo Switch. Students said that this year was better and more memorable than last year because of the work
they put into it. So next year, be sure to come because it will become more exciting! Can’t wait to see what they
will have in store next year!

Bingeing Breakdown

Annabelle: Creation, Rated R
Crystal S.
Annabelle: Creation is by far the most chilling horror
movie made in 2017. Sam Mullins and his wife, Esther lose their
daughter, Annabelle, in a car accident. In a desperate attempt to
connect with Annabelle, Esther summons her spirit. The spirit
gets permission from the Mullins to move into a doll. Esther soon
starts to realize that she summoned a demon that is using
Annabelle’s appearance. The Mullins get rid of the demon by
locking the doll in her closet. After twelve years, the Mullins
house a group of orphaned girls. Among the girls, there is Janice
who is the weakest. One night Janice explores Annabelle's room
and finds the demon doll. The demon preys on Janice until she is
weak enough to be possessed. After being possessed, Janice
targets all the girls and kills the Mullins. The nun taking care of the orphans locks Janice in the closet where the
doll used to be and escapes with the girls. The next day the police try to look for Janice, but all that is left

behind is the doll. Janice goes to an orphanage and gets adopted by the couple from the movie Annabelle
(2014), while the doll is being sold at an antique store. The end of Annabelle: Creation explains why Mia Form
was stabbed in Annabelle (2014).
Schitt’s Creek, Rated TV-14
Pema Gyalpo
After these terrifying movies, laughter is the only thing that will prevent
nightmares! Get ready to smile and forget about everything while you revel in
the new chapter of the Schitt’s Family’s life. Once the most prominent and
richest family is tricked by their financial advisor and robbed of their money,
everything changes. They get kicked out of their mansion in New York City and
are left to stay at the last estate they thought they would ever consider a living
establishment. Schitt’s Creek was the town that the father bought as a prank for
his son on his birthday. In this family, Moira Rose is the mother of the family: a
once-famous actress, but her career descended along her age. Then, there is
Johnny Rose, a wealthy video store magnate who hardly has any time for his
family. Lastly, there are two middle aged kids, David Rose and Alexis Rose;
they are spoiled and they understand that their parents convey love through
money. The family’s financial loss life brings them to a homely town, which will unite them. This family, with
all its cracks and blunt corners, is reborn when they get stuck with two attached motel rooms as their living
space. Watch to find out what else happens!
It , Rated R
Shareefa Bacchus
It is a remake of a supernatural horror movie that came out a
few months ago and has attracted an enormous amount of attention.
Critics, movie lovers, and even casual movie watchers have been
praising this movie for its screenplay and horror, so I decided to see
what the fuss was about. The movie starts off kind of slow, and I’m
thinking “okay, it’s alright so far” - but then the little boat scene
shows up. A boy named Georgie was sailing a paper boat that his
older brother made him and was sailing it along the rushing
rainwater on the side of the street. The boat then sails into a sewer
and is caught by the notorious Pennywise, a clown that appears
every 27 years to feed on children. Pennywise convinces Georgie to come closer, and in a split second - he bites
off Georgie’s arm and drags him into the sewer. I physically jumped at the sight, and that’s when I realized that
it was only the first taste of what this movie has in store for me. Throughout the movie, I loved how humorous
and quirky the characters were and how they’re not too different from how people are today. The special effects
were really cool and so were the gore and scares. The only thing I disliked was that the plot is a little flimsy and
I forgot about the protagonist’s quest at times, only focusing on the horror aspect. I give it an 8/10 and I would
watch it again.

Gateway Tech Talk

THE iPHONE X: A NEW WAY OF SAYING “HELLO TO THE FUTURE”
By: Trivani Bharat and Reda Gonsalves
Apple has made yet another contribution to the modern world. Their newest
device, the iPhone X , was launched on September 27. It was available for order
on October 27 and was shipped on November 3rd. Their vision has always been to
create an iPhone that is “entirely screen”, one so impressive, that the device itself
disappears into the experience created.
It is so intelligent it can respond to a tap, your voice, and even a single
glance. It also includes D1 wireless charging which allows you to set the phone
down and charge it. Along with a new way to charge your phone, you also have a
battery life of 21 hours. Another feature is the A11 bionic chip with neural engine,
which is a dual-core chip. This chip is known for its remarkable abilities to run a
task 70 times faster than the A10 fusion chip. This smartphone also has a storage
capacity of up to 256GB, while the iPhone 7 only has 32GB, for a higher price.
The starting price of the phone is a whopping $1000. According to Apple, the
iPhone X is a vision that has come to reality and a new way of saying hello to the future.
There is also a new feature that brings self expression to a new
level! This new feature, called Animoji, which puts you in control of
the feeling you want to express. Instead of scrolling through emojis,
you have the freedom to create it. This feature works by analyzing the
3D mesh of your face and moving the emoji you select in accordance
to the movements you make. Even though the world loves emojis,
people have mixed reactions to the Animoji. Some are thrilled for this
new step in the future while others think that it is an invasion of their
privacy, because they feel as if the government is analyzing their faces
and keeping it as a record of them.

The Gateway Godmother
The Grade on Grades
Anonymous

So, you’re in highschool. You’re carrying your life problems, your extracurriculars, your relationships, and your
grades on your sore broken back. I am here to tell you stop. It is time to STOP! Do not let grades consume you.
Do not be engulfed by numbers. Do not become the white blood cell equivalent in student form. You cannot
engulf everything thrown your way. Now, you’re probably wondering, dear fairy godmother, how do I not get
consumed in the onslaught of tedious required reading and Geometry proofs, the avalanche of Calculus projects
and Socratic Seminar notes? I say put it all down, your folders, binders, miscellaneous papers crumpling in the
bottom of your bookbag. Clean that thing out. Clean it out, organize the papers, the math notes. The Geometry

proofs can wait until you have cleared your mind and made space. And
space is important. It is important to have a healthy amount of space
between you and your grades and your life. Numbers are arbitrary. Clean
yourself up. Talk to your mom, your dad, your godmother. Take the time to
be a human again. And when you have become human, you can learn.
Humans are learning machines, not robots programmed to absorb
information and spit out test grades. That is not learning. So if you’re stuck
in a rut, pulling Pupilpath’s deadweight, calm yourself. Remind yourself
that you are human first and you have value. Yes, you. You might not be
the best at Living Environment, but you have value.

Gateway Political Commentary

Opinion Article: Lone Wolf vs. Terrorist: The Racial Stereotypes of Categorizing Crimes

Jasmine Williams
Stephen Paddock, Adam Lanza, Andrew Engeldinger, Christopher Sean Harper-Mercer, Jared Loughner, Dylann Roof, The
Unabomber, and Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold; all domestic terrorists. The definition of a terrorist is a person who uses unlawful
violence and intimidation, especially against civilians, to provoke fear. Not too far from the definition, the Media in most of these
cases, will call them a “Lone Wolf.” However, these men have something in common that may make them not “legitimately” or
“stereotypically” a terrorist, which is their racial identity. It’s bad enough that the majority of white mass shooters may not receive the
maximum legal penalty, while a black male that has a registered licensed gun, with a clean record, who gets pulled over and charged
until the officer realizes he put him under a false arrest. Also, compared to mass shooters like “the Orlando night club” shooter and
others, white male mass murders are addressed under different names. Is it because they commit crimes differently or is it because
“sweet old Johnny” would never do that and if he did it he probably didn’t mean to?
On June 12th, 2016, Omar Matten shot and and killed 48 people in a nightclub in Orlando. Even though this was identified as
a hate crime, some people instantaneously connected the shooter’s name to his physical appearance. The Florida criminal investigation
specialists thought that this attack was linked or inspired by ISIS; which was, after a thorough full-on investigation, true. However, is
it really true that most of the extremist motivated mass shootings are carried out by people who demographically come from regions of
radical religious groups? Based on the article “A look at the data on domestic terrorism and Who’s behind it?”, by Miriam Valverde,
as  of August 2016, twenty six percent of the mass shootings in the U.S  have been because of radical Islamic violent extremism.
On average, mass shootings occur once a month, meaning there is a much bigger domestic cause than a foreign threat. As we
can see with the following examples: Jimmy Lam, a 38-year old who shot three of his co-workers after being laid off three days before
the incident, and Radee Labeeb Prince, who had passive aggressive tensions against his co-workers. Even though they were mentally
ill, does that excuse them from being called a terrorist when being conscious enough to plot their attack and post-attack plans?
One example of answering this question is James Holmes, the shooter behind the massacre in Colorado. ABC News stated,
“The first trap was a trip-wire made of fishing line with one end connected to the door jamb and the other connected to a thermos...If
the glycerin had fallen in, it would have ignited an explosion big enough to blow up the entire apartment,” Richard Orman, senior
deputy of the judicial district of Colorado, said in 2015 following the release of an FBI report (ABC News). He was conscious enough
to know how to make elaborate traps and make sure any evidence at his home was not discovered. Also, if one of the traps went off,
the whole apartment complex would be destroyed. Doesn't that explicitly say he wants to kill as many people as he could, not even in
one setting but in multiple settings? Indeed that is terrorizing the whole community of that specific area, but how come he gets life in
prison, while another mass shooter gets a harsher punishment handed down from the jury?
In 2009, Nidal Malik Hasan, an army psychologist, went on a killing rampage at Fort Hood, Texas killing 12 people in
service. “From the bottom of my heart, he doesn’t deserve to live. I don’t know how long it takes for a death sentence to be carried
out, but the world will be a better place without him. Kathy Platoni, an Army reservist, said “he was sentenced to death July of 2013”
(New York Times). Sgt. William J. Kreutzer, a white male, went on a shooting spree on October 27th 1995 at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina, killing 1 and injuring 20 other soldiers. However, he was only sentenced to life in prison. Just because “No equivalent facts

exist,” lawyers for Kreutzer argued during an appeal in 2002 that would eventually help overturn the shooter’s death sentence,
according to the article “20 years ago, chaos at Fort Bragg’s Towle Stadium” ( The Fayetteville Observer).
These inclinations and biased tendencies have even been manifesting in our White House. A specific time to recall and
support this statement, was when President Trump held a press conference in the White House. When the article, The stunning
difference between Trump's reaction to the Las Vegas shooting and the NYC Attack” by CNN politics, stated “On October 3,
President Donald Trump was asked about the impact of the shooting on current gun laws -- and possible future gun control measures.”
He said that his administration and Congress would "be talking about gun laws as time goes by." Trump was also asked whether the
shooting was an act of domestic terrorism. He declined to answer. On October 4, in Las Vegas, Trump was again asked about possible
legislative action on guns. “We're not going to talk about that today," he responded, “We won't talk about that." However, his position
on speaking about terrorism shifted after the NYC terrorist attack, as if he suddenly he had a change of heart. The article said “On
October 31, an Uzbek man drives a rental truck in a bike lane in New York City. He kills eight people and injures a dozen more…”
Within hours, Trump tweeted: "In NYC, looks like another attack by a very sick and deranged person. Law enforcement is following
this closely. NOT IN THE U.S.A.!" He followed up with a second tweet that night: "We must not allow ISIS to return, or enter, our
country after defeating them in the Middle East and elsewhere. Enough!" And a third: "I have just ordered Homeland Security to step
up our already Extreme Vetting Program. Being politically correct is fine, but not for this!" Why couldn’t Trump answer any questions
about Steven Paddock’s (Las Vegas shooter) links to ISIS even though the FBI was considering that? Did Trump think that somebody
who doesn’t “look the part”could be apart of a terrorist group or plan an attack that sinister? In today’s society, you have to put your
money where your mouth is, if you want to protect America, you have to protect every single creed in this country regardless of your
personal beliefs about certain groups. That is the job of the president. If Trump hasn’t noticed, there are people of all races who
commit crimes. No matter who did the crime, there should be no implied racial stereotypes for what crimes only certain people
commit.
Men of different races can commit the act of manslaughter, and do not serve the same sentences. Is our justice system really
for all or for one group of people they intended it for, no matter how heinous some of those people may be, to the extent of hurting
their own kind? Whether it's killing a crowd of strangers or a few soldiers, mass murder is mass murder. There shouldn't be any racial
bias of crime. When we set these "racial categories of crimes," not only does it give the public a false sense of panic and make them
wonder who to always look out for, but it also helps divide our country even more by being more prone to using racial stereotypes.
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Samihah Tahsin
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